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Abstract: With the help of SHPB apparatus, do the research on the energy transfer rule, strength
characteristics and failure pattern of complete mortar testing piece and specimens with 1~3 joints,
under the similar impact speed. In addition, regarding the double parallel cracks specimens as an
example to explore how the impact speed regularly influenced the degree of damage of the
specimens. Experimental results show that under the same incident energy condition, as the joint
number increasing from 1 to 3, the more joints, the heavier destruction of specimens which appear
the pattern of multiple blocks. And there is a negative relationship between dynamic compressive
strength and the number of joints testing pieces. The results of this study provide a reference for
the analysis of the dynamic characteristics of laminated cement mortar material in construction
engineering.

Introduction

The existence of joint stratification seriously influences the dynamic behavior of materials. As
the most commonly used mortar material in all kinds of engineering, the number of layer joints on
its dynamic properties is related to the quality and safety of engineering. In recent years, many
scholars have done related work, Liu Hongyan]et al[1-3] has analyzed the relationship between the
geometric features of joints and the dynamic failure characteristics of rock mass through mortar
material simulation and SHPB impact test; Wang Jianguo and Yang Yang et al[4-6]has used SHPB
experimental device to study the influence of joint inclination, joint thickness, joint filling material
and strain rate on dynamic mechanical properties of rock; Through model tests, Li Xinping et al[7].
has studied the propagation of stress wave in jointed rock mass under different in-situ stress and
deduced the propagation equation of stress wave at multiple nonlinear joints under the influence of
in-situ stress; Yuan Pu et al[8] made use of the aluminum SHPB device to study the impact kinetics
of lightweight foam concrete; Chai, S B et al[9]. has analyzed the propagation characteristics of
stress waves traveling through biaxial parallel rock; Liu Tingting[10] , Yu Jin[11] et al. have studied
the law of stress wave propagation through rock joints and conducted energy analysis.

In order to make it more clear that the impact strength of layer joints on the energy transfer,
energy dissipation, strength characteristics and failure mode of mortar materials, this paper will use
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the SHPB dynamic test device recommended by the International Society for Rock Mechanics
Impact mechanical properties of the specimen to carry out research.

Design of SHPB impact test

Preparation of Joint Mortar Specimens
In order to study the influence of joint number on the dynamic characteristics of concrete

materials, in the mortar specimens, they were made into one, two, three through-joints, respectively.
The joint plane was perpendicular to the axial direction of the specimen, that is, the joint angle was
0 °, specimen and joint design shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Design drawing of specimens with different joint sets(Units: mm)

Through-joint production needed to use a small cutter installation with diamond blade (Figure 2)
to cut on demand and Joint cracks with epoxy resin organic bonding, so that it could form a different
number of joints mortar specimens, in addition ,this study ignored the thickness and strength of
epoxy resin. Forming the shape of the joint test piece shown in Figure 3, the physical and
mechanical parameters of the mortar specimen measured by the XTR01 electronic pressure testing
machine (as shown in Fig. 4) were shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Cut-off machine Fig. 3 Specimens with different
joint numbers

Fig.4 Press and stretch meter
installation drawing

Tab. 1 The physical and mechanical parameters of simulated rock material

material categories :c s wm m m：  /g.cm-3compression strength
f /MPa

elastic modulus
E/GPa

poisson ratio


cohesion
C /MPa

friction
angle
 /（°）

cement mortar 1：2:0.45 2.13 38.8 31.5 0.25 21.5 31.6

Dynamic Impact Test Program
As a standard test tool for rock dynamics recommended by the International Society for Rock

Mechanics, the split Hopkinson pressure bar has been widely used in the dynamic mechanical
parameter testing of rock, metal, concrete, mortar and other materials. Experimental study on the
influence of joint number on dynamic properties of rock specimens in this paper was also done on
Hopkinson pressure bar, and will be divided into three groups according to the number of joints
(single-layer joints, double-layer joints and three-layer joints).
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

Comparison of Measured Waveform
Under the same (similar) impact load, the fluctuation curve of the specimen without joints is

shown in Fig.5; Figure 6 is that the wave amplitude of approximately equal incident stress wave
respectively were measured in the strain-time relationship between the waveform curve in different
joints containing the number of specimens，found that:

(1) At similar impact velocities, the incident amplitudes are basically the same, and the
incident waveforms are very similar. Due to the small impact velocity, the oscillations of the
waveforms are obvious and the peak oscillation of the incident wave appears.

(2) The reflectivity of the simulated samples with different joint numbers is obviously different
from that of the same incident stress wave. Also, the reflection waveform changes obviously. As the
number of joints increases, the approximate "V" shape changes to "U" shape.

(3) After the stress wave passes through the specimen, the transmission amplitude T is less
than the incident amplitude I , and the transmission capacity of the joint specimen is obviously
smaller than that of the intact specimen., the transmission ability is obviously weakened with the
increase of the number of joints.

The experimental results show that under the same impact load, the attenuation of the stress
wave is closely related to the number of joints when one-dimensional elastic stress waves pass
through the specimens with different numbers of parallel and radial through-joints. When the
number of joints is increased from 1 to 3 in a length of 100 mm, the reflection waveform changes
from an approximate "V" shape to a "U" shape, and the coverage area increases and the amplitude
of the transmitted strain wave gradually decays.
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Fig.5 Wave curve of complete specimen
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Fig.6 Strain-time relation of incident, transmitted and reflected pulses normal to specimens with
different joint sets

Energy Transfer and Dissipation Analysis
The energy equation for incident, reflected and transmitted waves is as follows:
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Among them: IE 、 RE 、 TE 、 DE are respectively incident energy, reflected wave energy, transmitted
wave energy and dissipated energy; 0A 、 0 、 0C were respectively the cross-sectional area of the
entrance and transmission rods, the material density and the elastic longitudinal wave velocity;

1( )I t 、 1( )R t 、 1( )T t were the strain history of incident, reflected and transmitted waves.
Calculating and averaging the ratios of multiple sets of reflected energy, transmitted energy, and

dissipated energy, the results were showed in Table 2. In Table 2, group M, group N and group T
were mortar specimens designed as one, two and three horizontal joints respectively, in the
meanwhile, under the effect of similar impact velocity, the mean value of the ratio of reflection
energy, transmission energy and dissipation energy in the process of stress wave transmission varied
with the number of joints were showed in Fig.7, we can get:

Tab. 2 Statistics of energy transfer ratio of specimens with different joint sets

set of
joints

serial
number IE /J

R IE E T IE E D IE E

experiment
value /%

average
value /%

experiment
value /%

average
value /%

experiment
value /%

average
value /%

1

M3 69.33 51.32

49.89

30.36

31.41

18.11

18.50M5 76.98 48.21 31.29 19.86
M11 78.66 49.21 32.38 17.10
M12 75.21 49.34 31.51 18.94

2
N1 76.72 60.83

63.14
22.78

21.97
16.45

16.52N2 75.36 62.01 21.16 16.79
N7 71.63 61.70 21.97 16.43

3

T1 72.92 78.41

80.46

5.84

5.18

18.65

14.36
T2 65.22 79.09 5.28 14.71
T3 74.05 80.88 5.13 13.28
T5 71.17 81.28 5.83 11.76
T6 66.44 81.15 5.76 13.64
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Fig. 7 Relationship of reflection, transmission and dissipation energy ratio with joint sets
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(1) The reflection, transmission and dissipation energy of a single horizontal joint specimen
were equal to that of the basic and complete specimens.

(2) When the number of joints increased from 1 to 3, reflective energy ratio increased
gradually, from 50.09% to 82.46%.The analysis showed that with the increase of the number of
joints, the test pieces were cut into several sub-blocks，and after a certain sub-block has the initial
crack, it continued to expand. Next, the expanding path also became short due to the increase of the
number of joints. Finally, after the crack passed through, the sample breaks down and the strength
begins to decrease; The stress wave lacked the transmissive medium and returned along the original
path, causing the reflected energy ratio to rise, and the transmission energy ratio T IE E started to
decreased, meanwhile, when the number of joints is 3, T IE E ratio has dropped to a very low level
of 3.18%. In addition, the existence of joint fissures hindered the transmission of stress waves.

(3) From the energy dissipation ratio point of view, D IE E was not affected by the number of
joints, but slightly reduced from 18.5% to 14.36%.

Strength Characteristics and Damage Morphology Analysis
(1) Stress-strain Curve Analysis
The impact test of similar speed on several specimens with one, two and three joints

respectively was carried out., and the experimental data were processed by three-wave method to
get the stress-strain relations of the specimens with different joint numbers, as shown in Fig.8. The
letter “n” represented the number of parallel joints.
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Fig. 8 Stress-strain curves of jointed specimens with different joint sets

From the relation curve of   , the peak intensity decreased obviously with the increase of
the number of joints; The initial coincidence of stress-strain curves showed that the dynamic elastic
moduli of the three kinds of joint specimens were almost equal, which showed that the number of
closed parallel joints did not affect the initial dynamic elastic modulus of the specimens under the
impact loading; After the elastic deformation stage, the curves of the three specimens fluctuated
before the stress reached the peak. This was due to the fact that the crack propagates through the
joint and affected the propagation of the stress wave in the axial direction, resulting in uneven stress
in the specimen. In addition, with the increase of the number of joints, the strength of specimen
decreased obviously, and the earlier the damage occured, the slope of curve decreased obviously.
Thus, the number of joints not only affected the stress distribution and dynamic peak strength within
the specimen, but also changed the stress failure process of the specimen under dynamic impact.

(2) Peak Intensity
Under similar speed impact conditions, the peak intensities of intact specimens and specimens
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with different joints vary with the number of joints, as shown in Fig.9. Obviously, for a 100mm long
specimen, the peak intensity decreased approximately linearly with the increase of the number of
parallel penetrating joints in the specimen itself; The dynamic compressive strength of the intact
specimen was the largest, about 54.6 MPa. and the peak strength was reduced to 44.32 MPa even
for specimens with only one joint. It could be seen that with the increase of parallel joints, the
maximum stress required to damage the specimen decreases, and the dynamic compressive strength
of jointed rock mass was negatively correlated with the number of joints.
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Fig. 9 Change law of the peak stress with joint sets

(3) Destroy The Form
From Fig. 10, the damage patterns of specimens with different joint numbers under the same or

similar impact speed were mainly tensile failure under compressive stress. The single joint specimen
was only an axial splitting failure of the specimen between the stress incident end and the joint
surface, as shown in Figure 10 (a); The specimens with two parallel joints showed some fracturing
damage on both sides of the joints, mainly along the direction of compressive stress, as shown in
Fig. 10 (b); When the joint number n = 3, the specimen was severely damaged, and the main body
was split into two halves in the axial direction with smaller fragments, as shown in Fig. 10 (c).

（a）n=1, v=4.4m/s (b) n=2, v=4.3m/s (c) n=3, v=4.5m/s
Fig. 10 Damage form of specimens with different joint sets

Conclusion

The reflection, transmission, and dissipation energy of a single horizontal joint specimen were
substantially equal to a complete specimen. With the increase of parallel nodules, the integrity of the
specimen was reduced and the damage was more serious. The transmission energy decayed
gradually with the increase of the joint plane, and the failure stress of the specimen also decreased.
Also, The dynamic compressive strength of the joint specimen was negatively correlated with the
number of joints.

In this paper, the energy transfer law, dynamic strength characteristics and failure modes of the
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layered mortar under impact load were analyzed. Based on the experimental method, similar studies
could be carried out on the complex structural materials in the project, and the experimental results
were used to ensure the quality and safety of the project.
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